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Swiss Re Institute
Why the Swiss Re Institute?

Superior research 
driving better decisions

institute.swissre.com

Support internal decision 
making processes

Commercial leverage 
through supporting clients 
and stakeholders
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Swiss Re Institute
Our ecosystem

Linked lines within Swiss Re Group

SRI core

Global academic & business partnerships



Understand 
and cover

becomes

Predict and 
prevent

Insurance

Risk 
Management

Resilience-
as-a-service

Shifts in the insurance industry
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Recommendations to catalyze 
discussion
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Scenario analyses & simulation are under-used to augment decision making

Extreme-downside, scenario categories are not created equal

• Black swans (Nassim Taleb): Unknowable given current information & virtually impossible to predict

• Gray rhinos (Michele Wucker): Highly probable & straightforwardly predictable, but neglected

• Perfect storms (Operational research): Low probability & not straightforwardly predictable given that the 
outcome results from interaction of infrequent events, but can be identified via scenario analysis

Adapt MI to address extreme-downside scenarios
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• Semi-supervised learning

• Deep reinforcement learning

• Hierarchical Bayesian models

• Model-agnostic meta-learning

• Mixing physical systems models with machine learning

Most useful techniques/approaches likely to be hybrids
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Facets of MI transformation in insurance companies

Model Design 
& Development

Process & 
Regulatory

Organization

Stewardship
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High-level activities within the end-to-end MI lifecycle

• Compliance reviews
• Data acquisition
• Storage and backup
• Hand-off to data 

scientists

• Cataloging
• Profiling
• Cleansing
• Pre-processing
• Normalization and 

regularization
• Feature development
• Labeling and notation

• Monitor accuracy and 
performance

• Hyperparameter 
optimization

• Model (architecture) 
tuning

• Introduce model to 
production 
environment

• Monitor model 
accuracy and 
performance
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Contrasting DevOps and MIOps

DevOps MIOps

Automate tasks where possible. ✓ ✓

Provision, maintain and monitor diverse set of system/cloud resources. ✓ ✓

Strives to ensure scalability. ✓ ✓

CI/CD for applications is more common. ✓

Heavy emphasis on data preprocessing and data version control. ✓

Highly complex (and ever-changing) package/library dependencies. ✓

More common to rely upon container-based deployments. ✓

Often highly sophisticated, large scale, distributed data stores. ✓

Focus on model train/test accuracy before production deployment. ✓

Wider array of training and certifications available1. ✓

1. As of October 28, 2019 a Google search for “DevOps certification” returns 49m~ results while a search for “MLOps certification” returns 8,730 results. 
Similarly, a search for the same terms on monster.com yields 2,535 and 2 results, respectively.
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Legal notice

©2020 Swiss Re. All rights reserved. You are not permitted to create any modifications 
or derivative works of this presentation or to use it for commercial or other public purposes 
without the prior written permission of Swiss Re.

The information and opinions contained in the presentation are provided as at the date of 
the presentation and are subject to change without notice. Although the information used 
was taken from reliable sources, Swiss Re does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy 
or comprehensiveness of the details given. All liability for the accuracy and completeness 
thereof or for any damage or loss resulting from the use of the information contained in this 
presentation is expressly excluded. Under no circumstances shall Swiss Re or its Group 
companies be liable for any financial or consequential loss relating to this presentation.
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